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 I have tried everything in the Archicad help and the docs and still can't get my panel to work. Here is my panel, I tried placing an Archicad block in the parent and it appears in the middle. A: It's because the parent View Frame 1 is 0 pixels tall. You have to add this to the parent to make it visible: I hope this helps. Q: How to manage collection of DTOs in Grails I'm not sure the best way to manage my
DTOs. I have many cases where I need to convert them to different types of domain classes. In a given controller action, I may be converting a collection of DTOs to a single domain class. For example, I have a typical domain class like so: class Person { String name String phoneNumber Address address ... } and an Address domain class like so: class Address { String street String city And a

PersonDTO class: class PersonDTO { String email String contactInfo My question is how should I handle the conversion between the PersonDTO and Person domain classes in my controllers? In many cases I'll want to simply convert a DTO to a single domain class and save it. In other cases, I will want to convert a collection of PersonDTOs to a single Person domain class. Is there a way to do this, or
should I be managing the data conversion in my domain classes themselves? You can use the Grails DomainMapper and write simple mappers from one DTO to other, or use an inheritance strategy and write more specific mappers. The real benefit of DomainMapper is to make validation and business logic code in your domain classes. You can find an example of using DomainMapper in the wiki.

Add a new column with aggregate data from dataframe I have a dataframe with a column named value in the following format: id value 0 1 0 1 1 82157476af
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